ABSTRACT. In recent papers Brewer and Mott have studied integral domains which have finite character globally. This paper concentrates on domains which have finite character locally. Examples include global finite character domains plus Prufer, almost Dedekind, and almost Krull domains. General properties are given, including a valuation-theoretic characterization. The effect of requiring essential and/or rank one valuations is also studied. 
Proof. Dp=(D M )
for some maximal ideal M, and domains of finite character are stable under localization [9, (2) Each subfamily F M has finite character. COROLLARY 
AFC-domains are integrally closed.
The family F of Theorem 2 is called a defining family for D. It need not be unique. However, later in this paper we shall mention conditions under which a unique defining family does exist.
We look next at stability properties for AFC-domains. The proofs are straightforward and will be omitted. They involve manipulations with quotient rings and the corresponding stability properties for domains of finite character, properties that were proven by Griffin in [9] . It is also convenient to use Griffin where J n =R\I n ={x e S.xP^R}.
THEOREM 6. Let D be an integral domain which is not quasi-local. Then D is an AFC-domain if and only ifT{(x)) is an AFC-domain for each nonunit x e D.
Proof. For the "if" part, let M be a maximal ideal of D. There exists a nonunit xe D such that x$M, and by [2, In [10, Prop. 12, p. 83] Griffin proved that if D is a domain of finite character with defining family F, then any essential valuation of D is coarser than some valuation in F. Moreover, it is easy to see that if F' is any family of valuations coarser than F, then F' also has finite character. Using these two facts gives us the following result. THEOREM 
Let D be an AKT-domain with defining family F. Then D is a domain of Krull type with F as a defining family if and only if D has finite character for some defining family G. In this case, F is a coarser family than G.
The next result provides sufficient conditions for an v4AT-domain to have Krull type and shows the existence of large classes of AKT-aomams. THEOREM An immediate corollary of Theorem 9 is that an AGK-domain has a unique defining family. COROLLARY 
Let D be an AKT-domain with defining family F and quotient field K. Then D is a domain of Krull type with F as a defining family in either of

IfD is an AGK-domain with defining family F, then {R v :v eF}= {Dp\P is a minimal prime ideal of D).
Without further restrictions neither AFRC-, AKT-, nor AFC-domains have unique defining families. However, using the concept of ^-representation introduced by Gilmer and Heinzer in [8] 
